Specific street addresses cannot always be determined visually, especially near a boundary.

This map is a general representation of school attendance boundaries. School attendance is based on specific street addresses and cannot always be determined visually, especially near a boundary. Elementary zones are shaded in color and assigned to the high school cluster above, while all grey areas are not assigned to the referenced cluster. Please call GCSB Planning at 770-391-1068 for questions.

Norcross Cluster 2022-2023

Baltram ES → Summerour MS → Norcross HS
Beaver Ridge ES → Summerour MS → Norcross HS
Norcross ES → Summerour MS → Norcross HS
Peachtree ES → Pinckneyville MS → Norcross HS
Simpson ES → Pinckneyville MS → Norcross HS
Shorting ES → Pinckneyville MS → Norcross HS